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An Upper Bound on Delay for the 
VirtualClock Service Discipline 

Norival R. Figueira and Joseph Pasquale, Member, IEEE 

Abstract- We prove that a connection composed of Virtual- 
Clock servers provides an upper bound on delay for leaky bucket 
constrained sessions, i.e., sessions conforming to a token bucket 
filter. This upper bound on delay is calculated, and it is the same 
upper bound on delay given by PGPS. We also prove that leaky 
bucket constrained sessions are the only type of sessions for which 
an upper bound on delay can be provided by servers with an 
upper bound on link capacity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OME REAL-TIME applications generate network traffic S that requires stringent performance guarantees in terms of 
throughput, end-to-end delay, and packet loss rate. The lack of 
strict performance guarantees in conventional window-based 
flow control and first-come-first-served (FCFS) service disci- 
plines motivated the creation of rate-based flow control and 
rate-based service disciplines. Rate-based service disciplines 
provide each session with a guaranteed minimum data rate. 
without being affected by the traffic behavior of the other 
sessions sharing a server. This guaranteed data rate generally 
requires some admission control mechanism to allocate the 
finite link capacity of the servers. 

Several rate-based service disciplines have been proposed: 
Delay-EDD [5l, Jitter-EDD [15l, RCSP [171, PGPS [ I  11-1141, 
Stop-and-Go [6]-[SI, Hierarchical Round Robin [ 101, and 
Virtualclock [20]. Among them, Zhang's VirtualClock in [20] 
is the only work that does not present an upper bound on 
end-to-end delay. Because of this, Virtualclock has been 
classified as a service discipline that does not provide an 
upper bound on delay' [19]. This work proves that Virtual- 
Clock provides an upper bound on delay for certain kinds of 
sessions. 

This work proves that D,,, +,!I is an upper bound on delay 
for a session in a connection of VirtualClock servers, where L j  
is a pre-computable constant, and D,,, is the upper bound on 
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delay the session would experience in a fixed-rate server with 
rate equal to the reserved rate of the session in the Virtualclock 
connection. This result assumes that all sessions must have an 
upper bound on packet length, and that the summation of the 
reserved rates of all sessions traversing a link must not exceed 
the link capacity. 

For leaky bucket constrained sessions, i.e., sessions con- 
forming to a token bucket filter, an upper bound on delay is 
calculated. This is the same upper bound on delay given by 
PGPS [11]-[14]. PGPS is Parekh and Gallager's method for 
computing delay bounds under weightedfuir queueing [4]. 

We also prove that leaky bucket constrained sessions are the 
only type of sessions for which an upper bound on delay can 
be provided by servers with finite link capacity. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The 
VirtualClock service discipline is presented in Section I1 and 
is analyzed in Section 111. In Section IV, the VirtualClock 
service discipline is compared with other service disciplines. 
Section V is a summary of the paper contributions. To help 
the reader, a glossary is provided at the end of the paper 
with a summary of the notation used throughout this pa- 
per. 

11. THE VIRTUALCLOCK SERVICE DISCIPLINE 

This section reviews the algorithm of the VirtualClock 
service discipline. In [20], VirtualClock is presented as trying 
to emulate a kind of time division multiplexing (TDM) server. 
We present another possible interpretation for the working of 
the VirtualClock scheduler. This new interpretation leads to a 
proof for the main result of our work. To introduce this new 
interpretation, we need some preliminary definitions. 

A .  Preliminmy Dejinitions 

The VirtualClock service discipline requires explicit band- 
width reservation at connection establishment time. Suppose 
that a session reserves a rate T , ~  in a Virtualclock server, where 
s is the identification of the session. Define the reference 
sewer of this session (see Fig. 1) to be a work-conserving 
FCFS server with rate 'r, along with the restriction that the 
session is served alone (i.e., no other session sharing the 
reference server), where a work-conserving server is a server 
that is always busy when there are queued packets at the 
server. 

Now suppose that session .s is being served by its reference 
server, and that the packets of this session are numbered (the 
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r b Fig. I .  The reference server. The reference server of session s is a 
work-conserving FCFS server with rate I . , ,  (where r s  is the reserved rate 
of the session in a VirtualClock server) along with the restriction that session Or 

.L, is served alone (i.e., no other session sharing the reference server). L l  + L / - h  LLS + ti&l.S.ti,S + -. I 7-s 
F;,s = inax 

U 
Li,s 1 rs Time f ___) 

Server is idle Server is idle 
Fig. 2. A session being served by its referencc server. This figure shows the 
interval of time packets are served. Time increases from left to right. Packets 
of the session are numbered, and the first packet is packet 1. The following 
definitions apply to the packets of session .T served by its reference server: 
t 8 , >  is the arrival time of packet i in the reference server, where a packet 
is considered arrived only after its last bit has arrived, L , , s  is the length 
of packet i from the session, and F,,.? is the finishing transmission time of 
packet i in the reference server (i.e., the time the last bit of packet 1 leaves the 
reference server). The reference server was idle before t l .> .  which is indicated 
by the shaded area. The reference server was also idle in the interval of time 
(F , - ,  . , S .  f , , s ) .  Note that the interval of time F,.s)  is in length equal to 
L ,  ;/r.... which is the time the reference server takes to transmit packet I .  

first packet being packet 1). The following definitions apply 
to the packets of session s served by its reference server: tl.,s 
is the arrival time of packet .i in the reference server, where a 
packet is considered arrived only after its last bit has arrived, 
Li,s is the length of packet i from the session, and Fl.s is 
the finishing transmission time of packet i in the reference 
server (i.e., the time the last bit of packet i leaves the reference 
server). These definitions are exemplified in Fig. 2. 

We now determine the relation between the arrival time and 
the finishing transmission time of a packet in the reference 
server. 

Lemma I :  The finishing transmission time Ft,+ of packet i 
from session s sent to its reference server (see Fig. 2) is 

Proof of Lemma 1: Let h, be the number of bits in the 
server queue yet to be served at the time packet 7 arrives. Thus, 

bl = 0 and 

h, = rriax{h,-l + L,-1 - 7-,(t, , - t , - 1  5 ) .  O} ( 3 )  

The finishing transmission time of packet i is then 

Where, for i = 1 (this proves ( 1 ) )  

Using (4) for 'i - 1 in the previous equation, we have that 

L, 5 F, , = IIELX{F,-~ 5 . t ,  + }  + ~ 

I S  

This completes the proof. 0 

B. The VirtualClock Service Discipline 

We now present a service discipline that is identical to 
Virtualclock, but we present it with a different interpretation 
for the working of the Virtualclock scheduler from that in [20]. 

Consider a service discipline that tries to emulate, for each 
session, the service provided by its reference server. This 
service discipline works as follows. 

1) All sessions reserve their required lower bound on band- 
width at connection establishment time. The reserved 
rates of the sessions are constrained by (the admission 
control mechanism) 

p , < c  ( 5 )  
j E 9  

where G is the capacity of the outgoing link of the 
server, and cp is the set of sessions traversing the 
outgoing link of the server; 

2) For each received packet of a session, the service dis- 
cipline calculates the finishing transmission time the 
packet would have if the session were served by its 
reference server, and uses this value as the transmission 
deadline for this packet. Thus, the transmission deadline 
of a packet of session s is defined as follows (we use the 
same notation for the transmission deadline of packets in 
the VirtualClock server and for the finishing transmission 
time of packets in the reference server, since the former 
assumes the same values as the latter): 

3) The server is work-conserving, and serves packets from 
all sessions in increasing order of transmission deadline 
(ties are ordered arbitrarily). 

We now show that this service discipline is indeed identical 
to the VirtualClock service discipline. 

The Virtualclock service discipline tries to emulate a kind 
of work-conserving TDM server. This emulation is done by 
the following algorithm (adapted from 1201): At each server, 

Upon receiving each packet from a session 

1) 

auxVC = iriax{realLtime, auxVC) + Vtick (8) 
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where auxVC is the virtual clock of the session, 
real-time is the arrival time of the packet, and 
Vtick = packet lengthheserved rate of the session; 
Stamp the packet with the auxVC value. 

Transmit packets from all sessions by the order of in- 
creasing time stamp values (ties are ordered arbitrarily). 

This algorithm is identical to the one we defined to emulate 
the reference server of a session. This is true because (8) is 
identical to (6) and (7).* 

2) 

111. ANALYSIS 

This section proves the main result of this paper, i.e., that 
VirtualClock provides an upper bound on delay for certain 
kinds of sessions. This result is expressed in Corollary 1 ,  which 
is a consequence of Theorem 3. Theorems 1 and 2 are used 
to prove Theorem 3. 

This section is structured as follows. The single-node case is 
analyzed in Section 111-A. Section 111-B analyzes VirtualClock 
servers in tandem, and Section 111-C analyzes leaky bucket 
constrained sessions. 

Preliminaries: The delay a packet experiences in a network 
can be divided into four components: 1)  queueing delay is the 
time spent by a packet in the server queue while waiting for 
the beginning of transmission, 2) transmission delay is the 
interval of time between the beginning of transmission of the 
first bit and the end of transmission of the last bit of a packet, 
3) propagation delay is the interval of time the last transmitted 
bit of a packet takes to traverse a link connecting two servers, 
and 4) processing delay is any packet delay resulting from 
processing overhead that is not concurrent with an interval 
of time the server is transmitting packets. Processing delays 
will not be considered in this work (as they do not affect the 
significance of the results, and can easily be incorporated, if 
necessary). A packet will be considered arrived only after its 
last bit has arrived. 

A. The Single-Node Case 

The following notation refers to the packets of a session 
being served by a VirtualClock server (with the exception 
of FI,,$.  the other terms have already been defined and are 
repeated here only for the clarity of exposition): 

Fl.,7 is the transmission deadline of packet i of session s; 

F i . s  is the actual finishing transmission time of packet i 
of session s in a VirtualClock server; 
ti,.5 is the arrival time of packet i of session s in a 
VirtualClock server; 
Li,s is the length of packet i of session s ;  
T , ~  is the reserved rate of session .$ in a VirtualClock 
server; 
C is the capacity of the outgoing link of a VirtualClock 
server; 

’If we assume that auxVC = real-time + Vtick for the first packet of  a 
session; i t . ,  auxVC is initialized to zero. 

The 
Fig. . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 

. 

. 

Define a yerver husv period to be a period of time in which 
a server never starves for packets to serve. We extend the 
notation above by dropping the session identifier such that 
index L indicates the index of any packet (i.e., without regard 
to its session) in the order it is served during a busy period. 

following definitions apply to a server busy period (see 
3) : 
F, is the transmission deadline of the ith served packet 
of a server busy period; 
pi is the actual finishing transmission time of the ith 
served packet of a server busy period; 
t i  is the arrival time (when the last bit has arrived) of the 
ith served packet of a server busy period; 
Li is the length of the ith served packet of a server busy 
period; 
S, is the session identifier of the ith served packet of a 
server busy period; 
1, is the position the ith served packet of a server busy 
period occupies in the traffic of session S;  . In other words, 
the ith served packet of a busy period is packet 1; of 
session S I ;  
p ( s . i )  = rriin{Ij: j 2 i and s = Sj}. The first packet 
of session s served since the 6th packet of a busy period 
is packet p(.s.’ i)  of the session. Thus, the first packet of 
session s served in a server busy period is packet p ( s .  1) 
of the session; 
, ~ ( s , i )  = max{[j: 1 5 j 5 i arid s = S,}. The last 
packet of session s served until the ith packet of a server 
busy period is packet !u( .s.  i )  of the session. 
@.p.y is the set of session identifiers from the pth to the 
yth served packets of a server busy period: 

= {Sz: i = p . p +  l: . . .q} 

Theorem I :  Consider a server busy period of a VirtualClock 
server starting at time t .  If all packets are served in increasing 
order of transmission deadline, then F, 5 E:.  

Proof of Theorem I :  The server is work-conserving, thus 

1 -  

3=1 

By the definition of the transmission deadlines (7), we have 
that 

L l ( b . l )  , 

where F,,(,s,7),,s is the finishing transmission time of the last 
packet from session s served until the ith served packet, and 
G1.i is the set of all sessions s with packets served from the 
beginning of the busy period until the ith served packet. 

Packets are served in increasing order of transmission 
deadline, therefore 
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Fig. 4. This figure illustrates the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 1. This 
figure shows a server busy period beginning at time 1. and the interval of time 
packets are served. The server is work-conserving and was idle before t .  

Fl F2 

Beginning of the 
Time busy period p> busy period 

(a) 

End of the 
because the inner sum accounts for all packets from session s 
served in the interval of time (t .  F,) (see Fig. 4), and the outer 
sum is over all sessions s in ,. 

k31, sa &3, sb sc 1, sb F35, sa From (9), (12), and (13) 

f31>suf3,sbl I I  1 'l1;sb 1 ' 35 ;sa1 1 7.9 ' i p ( s  l ) - S  

A € @ l ,  F t - F t <  [ A - + ) k L J + t -  J=l c rs 

I I  sEQ11 sEQ1,  

But ( 5 )  implies that 
'31, "'3, sb 

1 
(b) 

s € , ~ 

Fig 3 An exdmple of a server busy period and the notation used in thi\ 
text A w v e r  busy period is a period of time in which the server never 
starve\ for packets to serve This figure show5 the interval of time packet5 
are served in a busy period Shaded area\ indicate when the server IS idle and the fact that packets arrive after imp1ies that 
Time increases from left to right. The same server busy period is shown in 
two ways. (a) A notation is used that identifies packets according to their 
position in the busy period. The first packet of the busy period arrived at 
time t l  , had transmission deadline equal to Fl.  and finished transmission 
at time PI. (b) The notation identities packets according to their position 
in their respective sessions. Thus, (31. . s a )  identifies packet 31 from session 
.set. This packet arrived at time t : j l . s , .  had transmission deadline equal to 
F:<i and finished transmission at time F ~ I , ~ ~ ,  . F ~ I . ~ , ~  was assigned a 
value equal to the calculated finishing transmission time this packet would 
have if session were served by its reference server. However, the actual 
finishing transmission time , , 9 c z  of this packet will depend on the dynamics 
of the VirtualClock server. S, is the session identifier of the ith served packet 
of a server busy period. Thus, SI = ,see, 5'2 = . sb .  S,- 1 = ,Sb .  and S ,  = 
The Ith served packet of a busy period is defined to be packet I, of session 
S , .  Thus, 11 = 31.12 = 3. I,-1 = 11. and I ,  = 35. The first packet 
of session .s scrved since the ith served packet of a busy period is defined 
to be packet p ( . q .  j ) .  Thus, p(.s,. 1 )  = 3 1 . p ( s a .  i - 1) = p ( . s c t .  I )  = 3.5. 
and p,\/>. 1) = p ( s / l . 2 )  = 3. The last packet of session .\ served until 
the Ith served packet of a busy period is defined to be packet t i ( . \ .  i ) .  
Thus, t i ( . \n .  1) = t i ( . \ , , .  2) = 31. i i ( . 5 " .  i )  = 3.5. t i ( s h .  2 )  = 3. and 
t r ( . s / , .  i - 1) = [ ( ( . \ b .  i )  = 11. Note that t l ( . y , .  1) and p ( . s ( > ~ i )  are not 
defined, since there is no packet from session .+h satisfying the definition 
of t i ( . \ / , .  1) and p ( . > b .  i )  in this busy period. a,,,, is the set of session 
identifier$ from the 11th to the qth served packets of a server busy period. 
Thus, @].I = {.\fl}.@l.% = { . \ c , . . s b } . @ z - l . , - l  = {.st,}. etc. 

From (10) and ( I  I ) ,  we conclude that' 
/ t L ( S . 2 )  \ 

But 

7'5 . t p ( 9  1) s 

< o  sEQ1 L 

- 
t -  c r .  

S € @ I  2 

since the weighted arithmetic mean of a set of numbers is 
greater than or equal to the minimum element of the set. 

Therefore Ft 5 F,. 0 
Theorem 2: For any packet I from session s traversing a 

VirtualClock server 

where Lrrlax,: is the maximum length of packets not from 
session s traversing the outgoing link of the VirtualClock 
server. 

Theorem I already showed that Theorem 2 is true when all 
packets are served in increasing order of transmission deadline. 
However, it is possible for a VirtualClock server to serve 
packets not in increasing order of transmission deadline. This 
may occur because a packet may arrive when the server had 
already begun serving a packet that has a later deadline than 
the arrived packet (Fig. 5). 

We now prove that Theorem 2 holds in the case not covered 
by Theorem 1. 

Proof of Theorem 2: Consider a server busy period be- 
ginning at time t .  The ith served packet arrived at time t i  and 
there was a packet k beginning service at time f such that k = 
max{j: FJ > Fi aiid j < 2 ) .  If there is no k: satisfying this def- 
inition, the problem reduces to the case defined in Theorem 1.  

From the definition of I C ,  we can conclude that packet 
1 arrived after f (see Fig. 6). This is true because Fk: > Fi 
and packet A: was served before packet %. Furthermore, the 
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Time 
f l  f2  - r 2  71 

Fig. 5 .  An example where a VirtualClock server does not serve packet5 in 
increasing order of transmission deadline. This figure shows the interval of 
time packets are being served. The VirtualClock server was idle before time 
t I . At time t l  the server receives a packet from session .',, . The packet from 
session .so has transmission deadline Fl . Since the server is work-conserving, 
it begins serving packet 1 immediately (i.e., at t l ) .  At time t 2  a packet is 
received from session , s b .  This packet has transmission deadline FL.  Note 
that packet 1 has a later transmission deadline than packet 2 (i.e., F1 > FA) ,  
but packet 1 was served before packet 2. 

Time 

r k  t 
I r ,  - I?, 

-9 

* m * q T q Y T  
U 

L,/C L, / c 
Fig 6 This figure illumates the reasoning In the proof of Theorem 2 This 
figure shows the interval of time packets are being served The server bu\y 
period begins at time t Packet X hds transmission deadline later than packet ! 
However, packet h was served before packet I because packet z arrived after 
i By the definition of h .  all packets from J = X + 1 to 1 - 1 have FJ 5 F, 

definition of k also implies that packets j = k + 1 to i must 
satisfy Fj 5 F;. 

The server is work-conserving, therefore 

For j in [/c + 1 : i l  we have that t j  L t = F k  - L k , / c .  
since Fj 5 Fi < Fk Fj > Fk ~ and the server serves packets in 
increasing order of transmission deadline (i.e., the j th  served 
packet must have arrived after i). Thus 

(15) 
Lk 

tp(s,k+l),s 2 Fk - C ;  E @ k + l . i .  

Note that t i , s  is the arrival time of the ith packet from 
session s ,  while t i  is the arrival time of the ith served packet 
in a server busy period. 

From (7), we can write that 

n(s.2)  

But from (15) and since F; 2 Fu(s,z) ,s ,  we have that4 

'Using again the fact that given 1 1 ,  > 0. ( r  2 q , / I i , )  s ( c  2 
E, g , f Y t  / I l )  

But 

j = k + l  

since the inner sum accounts fo; all-packets from session s 
served In the interval of time (Fk. F , )  (see Fig. 6), and the 
outer sum accounts for all sessions s in @k+l 1 .  Thus, 

Fz 2 

From (14) and (16). 

L 
C 

F l - F 1 5 A +  

F k  - - +  - 

Ts 

From ( 5 ) ,  and the fact that SI, $ @ k . + l . i  (the session corre- 
sponding to the kth served packet is not served again before 
the ith served packet because, for j in [k  + 1 , i ] ,  we have that 
Fj 5 Fi < Fk; which implies that the j th  served packet cannot 
be from session sk), we have that 

Therefore, Fz - F, < L k / c .  This result may also be expressed 
as 

since the kth served packet is not from session s. and the fact 
that the ith served packet is packet 1 from session s.  0 

This result shows that the VirtualClock service discipline 
approximates the reference server of a session to within one 
packet transmission time. 

B. VirtualClock Servers in Tandem 

We now analyze a connection composed of VirtualClock 
servers in tandem (see Fig. 7). Since some measures vary 
with the sefver node, we need to extend our notation. 
Thus, Fi,s. F i , s . t i , s .  Lmax.;. C.  and cp will now be written 
as F:s. F/:s.  t?,. L:kax,s.SC1,. and pTL. respectively, where n 
identifies the server. Using this notation, we rewrite (6) and 
(7) as 

(17) 

i > 1 (18) 

L1.S 
Fl!s = ty,s + -. and 

7's 

Li.3 
Fl:s = 11litx {t:,,q. FlrYl,,5} + -. 

TS 

5L::,au,3 is the maximum length of packets not from session .s traversing 
the outgoing link of server 1 1 .  
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%;E 
Input 

Fig. 7. The session s 

Sess,ons 

output 

Therefore, from (20) and (21), we have6 

Ln,dX.T LL.5 

@- *** -@-@- a.. Traffic 

+ + r n r  Ftys 
route composed of S VirtualClock server\ in tmdem 

which define the transmission deadline of a packet from 

Tb 

+ rn} I L k x , ~  I Lmax,, 
cn Tb 

session s. We also rewrite the admission constraint ( 5 )  as or 

Corollury 1: Consider the entire route of the session s where pn is the set of sessions traversing the outgoing link 
of server n, and C,, is the capacity of the outgoing link of traffic with N server nodes 

server n. 
Theorem 3: The route of session s traffic is composed of 

N VirtualClock servers in tandem. Without loss of generality, 
consider that the path of servers traversed by session s is 
numbered from 1 to N .  We have that 

r n  

where LlrlaX,,+ is the maximum length of packets of session 
s, and rn is the propagation time for the outgoing link of 
server n. 

Proof of Theorem 3: Packet i arrives at server n + 1 at 
time t:::' = F;,3 + rnr n > 1. Thus, from Theorem 2 

N > 1  (22) 

where Dk;& is the maximum delay packets from session s 
experience in a route composed of N VirtualClock servers, 
D;&s is the maximum delay packets from session s would 
experience if session s were served by its reference server, 
and 

1 n 
Dll,,, .? < Df2X b + at,". 

is a constant with value 

N 

(23) 

where Lzr .4~ is the maximum packet length allowed in the 
network. 

Proof cf Corollary I :  This is a direct consequence of 
Theorems 2 and 3. From Theorem 3, we have that 

.v - 1 The proof is by induction on the packet number from Lkax.S 
~ F$<F;,+ session s. cn 

T 1 = 1  

N > 1 .  Basis ( i  = 1): From (17) and (20) with i = 1, we have that 

From Theorem 2, we have that F$ < F< + LEax,s/CAr, N > 
1. Thus (the case N = 1 is a direct consequence of Theorem 

Lkax,s L1,S +r,+- L19 FC:' = tn+' + 2 < FT;, + ~ 

T S  Cn r S 

L1 s ':ax,? Lmax,s 
T S  GI 

1,s 

or 21, 

+rrL+2 L ___ 
N N-1 

L m a ~ s  + +- T s  + rrl. + ( N  - 1 ) d  rn, 
n = l  n=l r,  

This proves the case s i  = 1. N 2 1. 

Now, by adding r.v - tt,,s to both sides of the previous 
Inductive Step: Assume the hypothesis for Z -  1 > 1. That is 

L:llaX ,s L ,,,ax, F inequality, we have +--- + rn. < FY"_,,, + ~ 

F,7+1 

1%. 
cn T 5 

Lkax,s 
Adding Li,s/r,s to both sides of the previous inequality, we FG. - tt.s + rJv J7ks - + __ 
have that n = l  Cll 

I?;: - + rlv < F& - t;,, + N 1 

Since Dz',';" = Fc - tt,, + rrV and 0;;: = Fi,+ - ti., = 

FLfS - it,,?. where D:,'iv is the delay packet i from session s 
experiences in a route composed of N servers, and is the 

6Since given ( ( I  < c )  and (b  < d),  we have that max{a, b}  < Inax{/,. d } .  
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delay packet ,i from session s would have if session s were 
served by its reference server, we have 

Taking the maximum on both sides in the previous equation, 

Since J ! I ~ ; , " ~ , , ~  - - iiiiix { D:,;:: i 2 l} and U ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , s  = 

mitx {Dfesf: i, 2 l}. this completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 1 shows that a session has an upper bound on 

delay if that session has an upper bound on delay in its 
reference server. 

C. Leaky Bucket Constrained Sessions 

Consider a session conforming to a token bucket jilter 
(also called a leaky bucket constrained session). A token 
bucket filter is characterized by two parameters, a rate r. and 
the maximum number of tokens ( ~ 1 0 )  the bucket can store. 
Initially, the bucket has 200 tokens (a full bucket). New tokens 
are continuously filling up the bucket with rate r. All tokens 
exceeding the maximum bucket capacity are discarded. A 
session's traffic conforms to a token bucket filter ( T ~ .  7110) (here 
we adopt the notation used in [ I ] ,  and identify the session with 
the subscript s )  if, for every generated packet, L;,,\ tokens 
are removed from the bucket, where L,,,q is the length of 
the packet, and the bucket size is never negative (i.e., there 
are always enough tokens to be removed when a packet is 
generated). These constraints can be formalized as 

2111 = W O  - L I , . ~ .  (24) 
wi = iriiri{wo.7i1,-1 + ( t i , . ;  - t , - l . . < ) ~ , ~ }  - I ,,,, s: 

7 0 ;  2 0. i >  I .  ( 2 5 )  

The following result is used to determine an upper bound on 
delay for leaky bucket constrained sessions in a VirtualClock 
network. 

Lemma 2: If a session .s conforms to the token bucket filter 
( T ~ .  ,tu"), then' 

Df",f = ( W O  - 7 1 1 L ) / 7 , , s .  (26) 

Proof of Lemmu 2: The proof is by induction on the 
index of the packet. 

Basis ('i = 1): From ( 1 )  and (24), we have that 

Induction Step: Assume the hypothesis for i - 1 2 I .  That 
is 

From ( 2 )  and (27), we have 

( 2 8 )  
'DYef is the delay of packet i of the session in  a fixed-rate server of rate 

l'r . 

We now have two cases to consider: 
Case 1: UI;-1 + ( t , , ,s  - t , - l . s ) ~ ,  2 7110. which implies that 

and 

,111; = Ill() - L,  . , S .  i > 1. (30) 

Thus, from (28)-(30), we have that 

and 

Thus, from (28) and (31), we have that 

'(4) 

t',, 7's 

(111 , - I  + ( t  I . , ,  - t;-l.s)'I's - LLS)  F(,.- - t , . .  = - - 

which from (32) implies that 

' / U ( )  - '11;; 

1' 
Fl,., - t l ~ . ,  = -. 

This completes the proof. 0 
I )  VirtualClock and Leaky Bucket constrained Sessions: An 

upper bound on delay for a session conforming to a token 
bucket filter ( T , ~ .  7 u 0 )  is 

This is a direct consequence of (22) and the result of Lemma 2. 
This result is the same as that found using PGPS [ 1 11-[ 141 (see 
(4.36) in [ 1 I ] ,  or (23) in [ 131). PGPS is Parekh and Gallager's 
method for computing delay bounds under Weighted Fair 
Queueing 141 when sessions conform to a token bucket filter. 

2 )  Upper Bound on Deluy and Leaky Bucket Construined 
Sessions: We now prove two important results that relate the 
upper bound on delay in rate-based servers to leaky bucket 
constrained sessions: I )  Leaky bucket constrained sessions 
are the only kinds of sessions for which an upper bound on 
delay can be provided by servers with an upper bound on 
link capacity (see Theorem 4); and 2 )  For a rate-based server 
that guarantees a lower bound on bandwidth r to a session, 
and without any further constraining assumptions, one can 
guarantee an upper bound on delay D,,,,, to the session if and 
only if it is constrained by the token bucket filter (T.  rDrnaX) 
(see Theorem 5) .  Both results are based on the result of Lemma 
3 for a fixed-rate server. 

Lerizrizu 3: A session has an upper bound on delay D,,,,, in 
a server of rate T if and only if this session is constrained by 
the token bucket filter (T .  TD,,,,,). 
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Proof of Lemma 3: Lemma 2 already proved that if a 
session is constrained by the token bucket filter (r,  rD,,,), 
it has an upper bound on delay D,,, in a server of rate r (the 
sufficiency condition). The necessary condition is now proved. 

The proof is by Contradiction. Suppose that a session 
has an upper bound on delay D,,,,, in a server of rate 
r. and that it does not conform to the token bucket filter 
(T ,  rDrna,). Consider that the packets generated by the session 
are monitored by a token bucket filter (,r,TD,,,) (i.e., for 
every generated packet, Li tokens are removed from the 
bucket, where Li is the length of the ith generated packet). 
Suppose that, at time t ,  a packet is generated for which there 
are not enough tokens in the bucket to be removed. Suppose, 
also, that this is the first occurrence of this event. Call t* the 
last time before t that the bucket had rDmax tokens (i.e., the 
bucket was full). During the interval of time (t*, t ] .  ( t  - t* )r  
new tokens are added to the bucket (no token is discarded, 
because the bucket does not get full in the interval), and the 
generated packets correspond collectively to Lto+,l bits. Thus, 
Ltotal > (t-t*)r+rD,,, since, at time t .  there are not enough 
tokens in the bucket to be removed. During the same interval 
of time (t*.  t ] ,  the server can consume at most (t - t* )r  bits. 
But, at time t ,  LtClt,l - ( t  - t * ) ~  > TD,,,,,. from which we 
conclude that the server queue must have more than TD,,,~,, 
bits. Therefore, the last bit in the server queue at time t will 
have to wait a time larger than D,,,, to be served. This is a 
contradiction. 0 

Theorem 4: Leaky bucket constrained sessions are the only 
kinds of sessions for which an upper bound on delay can be 
provided by servers with an upper bound on link capacity. 

Proof of Theorem 4: The proof is by contradiction. Sup- 
pose that a server serves a session with a (possibly variable) 
rate that is at most G, i.e., the server has an upper bound 
on link capacity. Suppose, also, that the session has an upper 
bound on delay D,,, in this server, and that the session is 
not leaky bucket constrained. Since the session is not leaky 
bucket constrained, it is not constrained by the token bucket 
filter (C. CDInax). Thus, from Lemma 3, D,,, is not an upper 
bound on delay for this session in a fixed-rate server of rate 
C. which implies that D,,, is not an upper bound on delay 
for this session in our server, since its maximum rate is C 
(i.e., one cannot reduce delay by reducing bandwidth). This is 
a contradiction. 0 

Theorem 5: For a rate-based server that guarantees a lower 
bound on bandwidth T to a session, and without any further 
constraining assumptions, one can guarantee an upper bound 
on delay D,,,, to this session if and only if it is constrained 
by the token bucket filter (r,  rDrn,,). 

Proof of Theorem 5: The sufficiency condition is a direct 
consequence of Lemma 3, i.e., if a session is constrained by 
the token bucket filter (r,rD,,,,,), it has an upper bound on 
delay D,,, in a server of rate r, which implies that it  also has 
an upper bound on delay D,,,, in a server with a lower bound 
on rate r. The necessary condition is proved by contradiction. 
Suppose that a rate-based server guarantees a lower bound 
on bandwidth r and an upper bound on delay D,,, to a 
session. Now, suppose that this session is not constrained 
by the token bucket filter (~.TD,,,,,). In this case, Lemma 

3 implies that D,,, is not an upper bound on delay for this 
session in a fixed-rate server of rate T.  Since we cannot make 
any constraining assumptions about the rate-based server, it 
may be the case that it serves the session with rate 'r for an 
unbounded interval of time. Thus, we cannot guarantee an 
upper bound on delay D,,,,, to this session in the rate-based 
server. This is a contradiction. 0 

I v .  COMPARING VIRTUALCLOCK TO OTHER SCHEMES 

Stop-and-Go queueing is proposed in [6]-[8] and uses a 
framing strategy. Stop-and-Go guarantees a minimum and 
maximum delay for packets of a session traversing the net- 
work. Stop-and-Go can provide a lower bound on delay 
because it is a non-work-conserving service discipline, since 
arrived packets must wait until the beginning of the next frame 
to be served, even when the server is idle. 

The admission control of Stop-and-Go requires that during 
any time frame of size T.  the arrived packets collectively have 
no more than r,T bits, where r ,  is the bandwidth given to 
session s. This is more restrictive than a token bucket filter. 
The delay under Stop-and-Go is equal to aHT f T ,  where cy 
is a constant in the interval [ 1, 2), and H is the number of 
links traversed by a session. This creates a trade-off between 
queueing delays and flexibility in bandwidth allocation. 

Consider a session with all packets of fixed length L.  For 
this session, the incremental step of bandwidth allocation is 
LIT, since the session must conform to the admission control. 
This means that one cannot have a low upper bound on delay 
and fine granularity of bandwidth allocation at the same time. 
Besides this, all sessions must be classified according to a finite 
number of connection types, since the set of possible frame 
sizes is generally predefined. In general, Stop-and-Go offers 
less flexibility in bandwidth allocation than the VirtualClock 
scheme. 

The VirtualClock scheme also suffers from a coupling 
between delay bound and bandwidth allocation, since one has 
to give more bandwidth to a session in order to reduce the 
value of Df,:":,,, and p,:,"' (from (22)). However, the coupling 
is not to the same extent as in Stop-and-Go. To see this, 
consider a session that generates at most 10 packets of length 
0.01 TC in any interval of T seconds, where C is the rate 
of the outgoing link of all servers. The average rate of this 
session is then 0.1C. independent of the value of T.  Now, 
suppose that both schemes allocate a bandwidth of 0.1C to this 
session. In Stop-and-Go, the delay will be aHT & T .  In the 
VirtualClock scheme the delay will be at most + /j,i." 
(from (22) ) ,  where Df:,,, = T ;  since this session conforms to 
a token bucket filter ( r s . ~ u o )  = (0.1C.O.lCT). The per-link 
increase8 in  the upper bound on delay is aT for Stop-and- 
Go (where 1 5 o: < 2) and L~\ I .~XY/C  + 0.1T (from (23) )  for 
the VirtualClock scheme. This shows that the delay bound in 
Stop-and-Go can be much larger than the delay bound in the 
VirtualClock scheme. 

The reader is referred to [I61 which compares the delay 
distribution seen by sessions under FCFS multiplexing with 

RPropagation delay is not considered here qince it increases the delay by 
the same amount for both disciplines. 
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the delay bound computed with Cruz’s method [2] and [ 3 ] ,  
the delay bound using Stop-and-Go, and the delay bound using 
PGPS (presented later in this section). 

Hierarchical round robin (HRR) [ I O ]  also uses a framing 
strategy and is a non-work-conserving service discipline. It 
offers the same upper bound on delay as Stop-and-Go, but does 
not guarantee a lower bound on delay. The same arguments in 
the discussion of Stop-and-Go also apply. 

In Delay-EDD [ 5 ] ,  and its extension Jitter-EDD [ 151 (EDD 
stands for earliest-due-date), packets are assigned deadlines 
and transmitted in order of increasing deadline. The deadline 
of a packet is not directly coupled to the reserved bandwidth of 
its session as in the VirtualClock scheme (see (6) and (7)). This 
leads to a schedulability test at connection establishment time 
[ 5 ]  to avoid scheduling saturation, which can now occur evcn if 
bandwidth is not overbooked [ 5 ] ,  [ 191. The schedulability test 
is then a compromise on the looser coupling between reserved 
rate and delay bound. 

Rate-controlled static-priority queueing (RCSP) [ 171 is a 
service discipline that avoids both framing strategies (as in 
Stop-and-Go and HRR) and sorted priority queues (that are 
used in all the other service disciplines studied here, including 
Virtualclock), by the separation of rate-control and delay- 
control in the design of the server, which allows it to provide 
throughput, delay, delay jitter, and loss free guarantees. 

In order to provide performance guarantees, the input traffic 
in Delay-EDD, Jitter-EDD, and RCSP must be constrained to 
a scheme more restrictive than a token-bucket filter: The traffic 
characterization specifies a minimum packet interarrival time 
: ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ .  a minimum average packet interarrival time .r2,,,e, over an 
averaging interval of time 1. and a maximum packet length P. 
In [ 171, bandwidth is reserved at the peak rate implied by xlIIiI,. 
This admission control is refined in [ 181. where both ,rl,lill and 
: x : ~ , . ~  are taken into consideration. In the Virtualclock scheme, 
bandwidth may be reserved at the average rate, although a 
session may need to reserve more bandwidth than its average 
rate in order to reduce the end-to-end delay, due to the coupling 
between delay bound and bandwidth allocation. 

WFQ is proposed in [4] and is a service discipline that 
tries to emulate the service provided by a bit-by-bit round 
robin server. Each packet is stamped with the finishing round 
number (or virtuul time finishing tinze, as called by Parekh 
in 1 I I ] )  at which the packet would have finished transmission, 
had the server been doing a bit-by-bit round robin. Packets are 
served in increasing order of finishing round number. Packet- 
by-packet generalized processor sharing (PGPS) is the name 
given in [ 1 11-[ 141 to a method for computing delay bounds 
under WFQ when sessions conform to a token bucket filter. In 
Section 111, the upper bound on delay for sessions conforming 
to a token bucket filter was calculated, and it  is the same upper 
bound on delay given by PGPS. 

The most significant difference between PGPS and the 
VirtualClock scheme is in the calculus of the transmission 
deadline of arrived packets. In the Virtualclock scheme, the 
transmission deadline of a packet is a function only of the past 
behavior of the session to which it belongs, while in PGPS, 
the finishing round number of a packet depends on the set 
of sessions with queued packets at the server at the time the 

packet arrives. The transmission deadline in the VirtualClock 
scheme is expressed in units of real time, while in PGPS, it is 
expressed in round units. This makes the Virtualclock scheme 
easier to analyze, and easier to implement. However, the 
Virtualclock service discipline does not conform to the notion 
of fairness attributed to PGPS. PGPS is called aju ir  queueing 
scheme because it closely emulates the service provided by a 
bit-by-bit round robin server. The reader is referred to [91 for 
a relevant work on fair queueing systems. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We proved that the Virtualclock service discipline provides 
an upper bound on delay for leaky bucket constrained sessions. 
This is the same upper bound on delay given by PGPS 
[ I  11-(141, i.e., Parekh’s and Gallager’s method for computing 
delay bounds under weighfedfiLir queueing [4]. We also proved 
that leaky bucket constrained sessions are the only type of 
sessions for which an upper bound on delay can be provided by 
servers with finite link capacity. Based on the above results and 
the simplicity of implementation of Virtualclock, we believe 
that it is a feasible service discipline for networks that carry 
real-time traffic. 

VI. NOTATION 

A single VirtualClock server and the reference server. 
F,,,\ is the transmission deadline of packet i of session 
s in a VirtualClock server, and it  is also the finishing 
transmission time of packet i of session s in its reference 
server. 
F,,,\ is the actual finishing transmission time of packet I 
of session s in a Virtualclock server. 

is the arrival time of packet ‘i of session s in a 
VirtualClock server, and i t  is the arrival time of packet i 
of session s in its reference server. 
L,,,? is the length of packet i of session .s. 
LIIIRX,,, is the maximum length of packets of session s .  

LrrlaX,; is the maximum length of packets not from session 
s traversing a VirtualClock server. 

is the reserved rate of session s in a Virtualclock 
server, and it  is also the rate of the reference server of 
session s .  
C is the capacity of the outgoing link of a Virtualclock 
server. 
p is the set of all sessions traversing the outgoing link of 
a Virtualclock server. 

The notation used in a server busy period: 
F, is the transmission deadline of the ith served packet 
o,f a server busy period. 
F, is the actual finishing transmission time of the ith 
served packet of a server busy period. 
t ,  is the arrival time of the ith served packet of a server 
busy period. 
Li is the length of the ,ith served packet of a server busy 
period. 
S; is the session identifier of the ith served packet of a 
server busy period. 
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1, is the position the ith served packet of a server busy 
period occupies in the traffic of session Si. 
p ( s , i )  = min(1;:j 2 i and s = S;}.  In other words, the 
first packet of session s served since the ith packet of a 
busy period is packet p ( s ; i )  of the session. 
u ( s , i )  = max { I ; :  1 5 j 5 i and s = S,}. In other 
words, the last packet of session s served until the ith 
packet of a server busy period is packet u ( s > i )  of the 
session. 
aP., is the set of session identifiers from the pth to the 
qth served packets of a server busy period. 

[6] S. J. Golestani, “A stop-and-go queueing framework for congestion 
management,” in Proc. ACM SIGCOMM 1990, pp. 8-18. 

[7] -, “Congestion-free transmission of real-time traffic in packet 
networks,” in Proc. IEEE INFOCOM 1990, pp. 527-536. 

[S] -, “Duration-limited statistical multiplexing of delay-sensitive traf- 
fic in packet networks,” in Proc. IEEE INFOCOM 1991, pp. 323-332. 

191 -, “A self-clocked fair queueing scheme for broadband applica- 
tions,” in Proc. IEEE INFOCOM 1994, pp. 636-646. 

[ lo] C. Kalmanek, H. Kanakia, and S. Keshav, “Rate controlled servers 
for very high-speed networks,” in Proc. IEEE GIobeCom 1990, pp. 
300.3.1-300.3.9. 

[ I  11 A. K. Parekh, “A generalized processor sharing approach to flow control 
in integrated services networks,” Ph.D. dissertation, M.I.T., Cambridge, 
MA, LIDS-TH-2089, Feb. 1992. 

I1 21 A. K. Parekh and G. Gallager. “A generalized processor sharing ap- 
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. 
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. 

. 

. _  _ .  
The notation used in a connection: proach to flow control in integrated services networks-The single node 

case,” in Proc. IEEE INFOCOM 1992, vol. 2, pp. 915-924. 
Fqn, is the transmission deadline of packet i from session 1131 -, “A generalized processor sharing approach to flow control in ”,- 
s at server a. 
FL:s is the actual finishing transmission time of packet 1 
from session s at server a. 
tT3 is the arrival time of packet i from session s at server 

L:,,x,s is the maximum length of packets not from session 
s traversing VirtualClock server n. 
C,, is the capacity of the outgoing link of server n. 
pn is the set of all sessions traversing the outgoing link 
of server n,. 
r, is the propagation delay of the outgoing link of server 

2 , , ~  is the delay packet i from session s experiences in 
a route of N VirtualClock servers. 
D{,$ is the delay packet i from session s would have if 
session s were served by its reference server. 
L~I=\x  is the maximum packet length allowed in the 
network. 
pL:.” is a constant equal to PtJ” = T,=l ~ S I A X I C n  + 
D:;:i.s is the maximum delay packets from session 
s experience in a route composed of N VirtualClock 
servers. 
DEQ,,, is the maximum delay packets from session s 
would experience if session s were served by its reference 
server. 

71.  

71. 
D;>Av . 

( N  - 1 ) ( L ” . s / T . s )  + qL r77. 

Other definitions: 
w ,  is the size in tokens of the bucket of the token bucket 
filter of a session immediately after the ith packet of the 
session is generated. 
11, is the number of bits in the reference server queue yet 
to be served at the time packet i arrives. 
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